
SIMPLY CLEVER

ŠkodaFabia
Accessories

These products represent just a part of the wide range 
of Fabia accessories. For more information on the
complete range, current prices, delivery terms and lead
times, contact your authorised Škoda partner. All details
of technical specifications, design, equipment, materials,
guarantees and appearance were accurate at the time 

of going to print. However, the manufacturer reserves 
the right to make any changes (including changes in
technical parameters or individual model equipment).
This catalogue was printed on cellulose paper which was
bleached without using chlorine. The paper is 100%
recyclable.

www.skoda-auto.com
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The new Škoda Fabia is the type of car capable of satisfying an

exceptionally broad range of drivers. The car is a pleasant partner 

on trips to work and a reliable friend on drives out of town. The Fabia

offers families with children ample room for passengers and cargo,

and likewise proves itself as a fine partner for sports-loving couples.

In short, the basic model of the Fabia is a universal vehicle, which can

be perfectly adapted to your personal lifestyle with any number of

accessories. In this way you will gain an original partner that is best

suited to your needs, be it sports, comfort, or safety.

Not only do the accessories provided by Škoda Auto come in a wide

assortment, they are also of the highest quality with respect to

durability, safety and the perfect fit. In addition, each authorised

Škoda service partner can also offer you expert advice and service 

of a certified quality.
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SPORT & DESIGN “Wheels or hub covers”

You can easily give the fresh design of the

new Fabia model a sporty look. Simply

choose from our selection of attractive alloy

wheels in sizes from 14" to 16" or our hub

covers for 14" and 15" steel wheels.

The selection of accessories likewise includes

decorative “Fabia” foil, door sill covers, steel

pedal covers, and even leather interior

accessories.

1. Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Bear
for tyre 205/45 R16 (CCH 700 002)

2. Alloy wheel 6.5J x 16" Atria
for tyre 205/45 R16 (CCH 700 006)

3. Alloy wheel 6.0J x 15" Line
for tyre 195/55 R15 (CCH 700 001)

4. Alloy wheel 6.0J x 15" Avior
for tyre 195/55 R15 (CCH 700 005)

5. Alloy wheel 6.0J x 15" Antares
for tyre 195/55 R15 (CCH 700 004)

6. Alloy wheel 6.0J x 14" Shell
for tyre 185/60 R14 (CCS 700 002)

7. Alloy wheel 6.0J x 14" Atik
for tyre 185/60 R14 (CCH 700 003)

8. Alloy wheel 5.0J x 14" Fun
for tyre 165/70 R14 (CCS 700 001)

9. Hub covers Hermes for 6.0J x 15" wheel,
four-piece set (CDB 700 002)

10. Hub covers Castor for 6.0J x 14" wheel,
four-piece set (CDB 700 004)

11. Hub covers Draco for 5.0J x 14" wheel,
four-piece set (CDB 700 003)

SPORT & DESIGN

3. 4.

5. 6.

7.

9. 10. 11.

8.

1. 2.
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7SPORT & DESIGN

“Leather and metal”

1. Decorative “Fabia” foil 
(DMR 700 001)*

2. Leather gear stick handle and sleeve
with aluminium finish (FFA 700 002)

3. Leather gear stick, black 
(FFA 700 001)

4. Sports pedals (FCA 000 001)

5. Decorative door sill covers with
stainless steel inserts in front and
rear (KDA 700 002)

6. Door sill covers, black (KDA 700 001)*

7. Leather handbrake lever 
(FFA 700 010)

8. Leather steering wheel (FBA 600 000)

“Foil and covers”

* Available in the 2nd half of 2007

2.

1.

5.

6. 7.

3. 4.

8.
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MUSIC & COMMUNICATION

Certain Fabia accessories can truly enhance your driving experience. These include the Dance and Beat car radios, which will make

each journey fly by with pleasure. The portable ViaMichelin navigation device, just like a built-in system, will reliably guide you to your

destination. The mobile phone adapter will make sure that you stay in touch with your close ones while on the road.

1. You can fix the portable navigation device ViaMichelin X-950 T
with a memory card and maps of the majority of European
countries to the holder on the dashboard. You can just as easily
remove the device and use it outside the vehicle (AAP 770 002,
serial preparation 7Q1 which is required for fitting is available
from the extra equipment menu).

2. Navigation with a dynamic module makes use of the Koridor
function which enables the logging of necessary data to
memory and subsequent imaging of the route, even without 
an inserted CD. This enables you to play music CDs (as well 
as MP3) while you are being navigated to your destination 
(AAN 700 002).

3. Car radio Beat has AM/FM receiver with RDS, comfort encoding
guaranteeing its functionality only in a specific vehicle, 4 x 20W
amplifier, CD-changer control function and an outlet for a hands-
-free set. It offers the option of external analogue audio signal
connection (AAO 700 001).

4. Car radio Dance is equipped with the same functions as Beat
and in addition it has a CD player (as well as MP3), digital
signal processor with equaliser and a large-DOT display with
parking sensor display option (AA0 700 002).

5. Mobile phone adapter for vehicles equipped with the universal
GSM II preparation for telephone with hands-free set 
(ATC 600 001-0XX - depends on the phone type).

6. Non-original car radio fitting kit (AZO 700 001; in the case 
that the vehicle has a built-in preparation for a Škoda radio, 
the AZA 700 001 adapter is required in addition).

“Listening and information”

MUSIC & COMMUNICATION

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.
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The goals of our wide range of comfort accessories, among others, are to increase the comfort of all

passengers, increase the storage capabilities of the luggage compartment or just to simplify your life.

Regardless of which product you choose - from mats to cool boxes, cruise control, netting systems, hanger,

or wind deflectors and sunblinds, your car will not only be more comfortable, but also more practical.

1. Car cooling box, 6-litre capacity (BCH 009 001)

2. Car cooling box, 18-litre capacity (BCH 009 002)

3. Remote control for central locking (BKA 700 003)

4. Cruise control for all engine versions (BEA 700 010 for cars
without board computer, BEA 700 020 for cars with board
computer)

5. Foot mats, four-piece sets (DCA 700 003 - PA textile, 
DCA 700 002 - PP textile, DCC 700 001 - rubber) 

COMFORT & UTILITY
“From mats to cruise control”

COMFORT & UTILITY

1. 2.

3.

5.

4.
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1. Netting system - vertical nets 
(DMA 710 002)

2. Netting system - floor net 
(DMA 710 001)

3. Rear bumper cover foil 
(KDX 710 001)

4. Armrest (DAO 700 001)

5. Clothes hanger (DMR 009 001)

Without a photo:

Rubber boot mat (DCD 710 001)

Plastic boot dish (DCE 710 001)

Protective cover of the rear bumper
(KDA 710 001)*

“From nets to an armrest”

* Available in the 2nd half of 2007

COMFORT & UTILITY

1. 5.

4.

3.

2.
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“Against wind, sun and dust”

1. Wind deflectors (KCD 709 001 - for front windows, KCD 719 001 - for rear windows)

2. Front mud flaps (KEA 700 001)

3. Rear mud flaps (KEA 710 001)

Without a photo:

Rear side sunblinds (DCK 719 001)*

5th door sunblind (DCK 719 002)* * Available in the 2nd half of 2007

COMFORT & UTILITY

1.

2. 3.
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17TRANSPORT

Drivers who would like to use their car for sports or holiday trips will certainly

welcome the chance to increase their carrying capacity. The ideal solution 

can be found in an accessory that is both simple and safe. Bikes, surfboards,

snowboards, or skis can all be placed on roof carriers and holders. We also offer

lockable roof boxes, tow bars, and one brand new item in the Fabia accessories

range - the bike carrier for a tow bar.

1. Basic roof rack (LAS 710 001)

2. Lockable ski or snowboard rack with
aluminium profile, capacity up to 
4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards 
(LBB 000 001)

3. Lockable ski or snowboard rack,
capacity up to 4 pairs of skis or 
2 snowboards (LBT 071 027)

4. Lockable ski box for skis and
snowboards, capacity up to 5 pairs 
of skis or 4 snowboards (LBT 009 001)

5. Lockable luggage box, 360-litre
capacity (LBT 009 002)

TRANSPORT

“Roof carriers”

1. 3.

2.

5.4.
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19TRANSPORT

1. Bicycle carrier for a tow bar, capacity for 2 bicycles 
(LBT 009 005)

2. Surfboard holder (LBT 009 007)

3. Luggage basket, includes fastening net and straps 
(LBT 009 006)

4. Lockable bicycle carrier with aluminium profile 
(LBT 009 004)

5. Lockable bicycle carrier (LBT 009 003A)

6. Detachable tow bar (EEA 700 001); 
Tow bar electrics (EEA 710 001E4)

“For leisure time”

2. 3.

4. 5.

1. 6.
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Child seats with the ISOFIX system
presently constitute the highest
degree of safety as the seat is firmly
fixed to the car's body.

The new Fabia is a modern automobile equipped with many safety

features. When you add Škoda Auto accessories and responsible

driving, you can be certain that you have done the maximum for the

safety of your passengers and your car. We offer tested child seats

for children of all ages, including Isofix Duo Plus Top Tether seats,

which can be attached to the rear side seats using a special safety

belt (in the event of a head-on collision the forward movement of

the upper part of the child seat is limited). Snow chains and front fog

lamps will contribute to a safe ride in difficult conditions, while the

mechanical drive locking system, the alarm, or the safety bolt set will

help protect the car itself.

SAFETY

“Child protection”

21SAFETY
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23SAFETY

1. Easybob Maxi child seat (DDT 000 002A) 

2. ISOFIX G 0/1 child seat (DDF 000 009, including
RWF frame for rear-facing fitting); 
FWF frame for forward-facing fitting (DDF 710 002)

3. ISOFIX G 0/1 child seat (DDF 710 004, including 
FWF frame for forward-facing fitting); 
RWF frame for rear-facing fitting (DDF 000 003)

4. Isofix Duo Plus child seat (DDA 000 003A); 
Isofix Duo Plus Top Tether child seat (DDA 000 006)

5. Wavo 1-2-3 child seat (DDF 000 006)

6. Kid child seat (DDA 000 004)

7. Wavo Kind child seat (DDF 000 007)

8. Original child seats must pass demanding tests
including crash tests with the use of child dummies
before approval and introduction into the
assortment of accessories.

“Child seats”

Category (according to weight in kg)

Name 0+ 1 2 3
(0–13) (9–18) (15–25) (22–36)

Easybob Maxi 0–13

ISOFIX G 0/1
– with RWF frame 0–18
– with FWF frame 9–18

Isofix Duo Plus
Isofix Duo Plus Top Tether

9–18

Wavo 1-2-3 9–36

Kid 15–36

Wavo Kind 15–36

1. 2.

7.

8.

3. 4.

5. 6.
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1. Protective lateral strips (KGA 700 001)

2. Rear parking assistant (BEA 710 001)

3. Snow chains for tyre 165/70 R14 (CEP 400 002A), 
185/60 R14 (CEP 400 003A), 185/55 R15 (CEP 400 004A) 

4. Fire extinguisher - under the driver’s seat (GCA 000 001);
Fire extinguisher holder (GCA 700 001)

5. Mechanical drive locking system (DVC 770 001 - for manual
transmission, DVC 770 002 - for automatic transmission)

6. Alarm system (BKA 700 004 - basic fitting kit, 
BKA 700 001 - for vehicles with remote control central
locking; BKA 700 002 - for vehicles with central locking
without remote control; BKA 700 005 - additional 
module for vehicles without central locking)

7. Front fog lamps (BFB 700 001)

SAFETY

“Just in case”

1.

4. 5.

6. 7.

2. 3.
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1. Car care products

2. Tow rope (GAA 093 009)

3. Safety bolt set (CFA 071 004)

4. Spare bulb set (BDB 700 001–6)

5. Reflective safety vest (XXA 009 001)

6. Warning triangle (GGA 700 001A) 

7. First aid kit in fabric container 
(GFA 410 010DE)
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“Important details”

27

1.

3.

4.

7.6.

5.
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